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L
“I know God has a true Church. I don’t know where it 

is, but I do know where it isn’t!”
Sometimes it’s easier to identify what is false than to 

find what is true. But the process of elimination at least 
serves to narrow your search. 

So it was for a man who, nearly 60 years ago, made 
the statement above to a preacher who was urging him 
to join his church. He and his wife were, in fact, seriously 
searching for a church. But not just any church. They 
were looking for the “true Church.” 

They had always been religious and at one time stood 
quite confident in their beliefs. That is, until some things 
they read in the Bible conflicted with their church’s 
doctrines and their pastor could not satisfactorily 
answer their questions. 

The process of elimination
It was a tough admission—some things they always 

assumed were right, were wrong. That bothered them. 
Thus began their quest for truth, and with it came the 
process of elimination. They had already proven God 
exists and the Bible is His Word. They knew Christ said 
He would build His Church while others would build 
false churches in His name. And if many false churches 
exist, then wasn’t it reasonable that one true Church exists? 

So they settled on a simple search filter: if something 
a church taught didn’t square with the Bible, that church 
was eliminated.

For example, they were stunned to discover the Bible 
clearly shows Saturday to be the God-ordained day of 
worship, and history shows why people changed it to 
Sunday. Perhaps more stunning was a respected minister 
telling them, “I’ve always known Saturday is the Sabbath, 
but it just doesn’t matter anymore.” Eliminated! They 
had proven it mattered to God! 

And some always rationalize, “It’s not so important 
what you believe, as long as you’re sincere.” Is that 
biblical? What if you’re sincerely wrong? Eliminated!

Truth, choices and change
Reading the articles in this issue, 

beginning with “Turning Points: Crises 
and Choices That Can Change Your Life,” 
took me back in time. The man and woman 
on that quest all those decades ago were 
my parents. Eventually they found a 
Church they couldn’t eliminate, one that 
taught what the Bible said. Their turning 
point—accepting the challenge to live by 
it—certainly defined my life. 

They also discovered the proof and 
meaning of the biblical festivals and holy days. 
Seeing the article “The Festivals Jesus Celebrated,” 
I remembered how that truth forever changed our 
understanding of life.

“Why ‘Good Without God’ Isn’t Good Enough” also 
resonated. That article reflected my parents’ standard—
allow only God to define what we should do. And when 
you let the Bible guide your life, it cuts through the fog of 
religion, as the article “Christianity Made Simple” explains. 

A “true or false” test for religion?
Truth has never been popular. Even when Jesus 

claimed that “everyone who is of the truth hears My 
voice,” Pilate dismissively retorted, “What is truth?” 
Today, if you claim that truth exists, you may be 
considered intellectually naïve or unsophisticated, and 
if you claim to know the truth, well, don’t be surprised if 
people accuse you of being arrogant or closed-minded. 

The thing is, though, God claims truth exists. Christ 
said He had it and that His Church would be built on it. 

This issue’s articles confirm that when it comes to 
sifting through the jumble of religious beliefs, the Bible 
is the only reliable filter for identifying the true from the 
false. School students have to deal with “true or false” 
questions on tests. Shouldn’t every Christian religion 
have its doctrines tested by the same standard?

Maybe you’re in the same place my parents were 
at one time, believing God has a true Church, but not 
knowing where it is. If so, read one more article in this 
issue—“How to Spot a Counterfeit Church.” 

The process of elimination, and the process of 
discovery, is an eye-opening and life-changing trip!

A “TRUE OR FALSE” TEST FOR CHRISTIANITY?

Life’s most important 
quest is the search 
for truth! How can 
you find your way 
through the jungle of 
religious beliefs?

Clyde Kilough
Editor

@CKilough

CONSIDER
THIS

https://twitter.com/CKilough
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Walking down the aisle. Hearing 
your baby cry for the first time. 
Starting a new job. Moving to a new 
town. Lying in a hospital bed. Sitting 
in a funeral home. 

Times of hope, uncertainty, loneliness, fear or regret.
Life’s roller coaster has its share of high and low 

points—landmarks on our life journey. Many of these 
opportunities and challenges demand decisions we 
are never quite ready for. Our choices and our follow-
through can alter the course of our life.

Other times circumstances may not dictate a 
change, but in our heart of hearts we know we can’t 
keep going on the way we are. The status quo may be 

comfortable, and we may have no desire to make 
waves. But deep inside we sense a waterfall ahead. 

We must choose to turn and go back upstream or 
risk impending disaster.

Hitting bottom
In the article “7 Famous People Who Hit 

Bottom—and Turned It Around,” Fred Cohn 
tells the story of Giuseppe Verdi’s lowest point. 

At age 27, “his second opera had been 
a resounding flop, closing on opening 

night. Far worse: over the past two 
years, his beloved wife and both 
infant children had died, victims 
of cholera. Despondent, Verdi 
became a recluse, reading trashy 
Victorian novels and writing not 
a note. He planned to give up 
composing altogether. When a 
producer sent him the text for a 

proposed new Biblical opera, Nabucco, he threw it on 
the table in disgust.”

Whether he was looking for it or not, at this low 
point of his life, a new path became visible. 

The composer later recalled, “The roll of paper 
opened out; and without knowing quite how, I found 
myself staring at the page in front of me and my eyes fell 
on this line: ‘Va pensiero sull’ali dorati.’” (“Fly, thought, 
on the golden wings.”)

The words were the beginning of a chorus of exiled 
Hebrew slaves, and they “gave Verdi a jolt: he saw 
the number as a metaphor for his nation’s 
patriots, struggling to free themselves 
from Austrian rule. He started writing 
obsessively. Nabucco proved to be a smash, 
and Verdi went on to become Italy’s 
most celebrated composer, writing 
works like Aida and Rigoletto. ‘Va, 
pensiero,’ meanwhile, is a melody 
everybody in Italy knows by 
heart; in 2008, an Italian 
senator proposed making  
it the national anthem.”

Everyone hits low 
points, but we don’t 
all get a clear jolt in 
a new direction. 
Still, what we do 
in our moments 
of crisis often 
p r o f o u n d l y 
a f f e c t s  t h e 
trajectory of 
our bounce. 

Sometimes life throws turning points at us. Other times we 
must create them. Either way, our choices shape the people 
we become. Who will you be in 2018 and beyond?

By Mike Bennett

W
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Choosing to fly
At times we must make our own turning points, and 

these can be even more important. As C.S. Lewis said, “It 
may be hard for an egg to turn into a bird: it would be a jolly 
sight harder for it to learn to fly while remaining an egg. 

“We are like eggs at present. And you cannot go on 
indefinitely being just an ordinary, decent egg. We must 
be hatched or go bad.” 

Making the choice to change while we are still 
comfortably in our shell is hard—but when we make the 
right choice, our life can be transformed for the better.

How can we make the right choices that become 
important turning points in our lives? No matter the 
challenge, the key is to always turn toward God—and 
to turn to His Instruction Book for help. He has created 
our life cycle. He knows our needs, and He wants us to 
succeed. You can find a biblical action plan for all types 
of decisions in our online article on “Decision Making.” 

In the remainder of this article, let’s focus on one 
specific turn that, according to the Bible, overshadows 
them all.

The most important turn
Turning points take many shapes, with a variety 

of physical circumstances. But almost all affect our 
relationships. And how we get along with others and 
with God is ultimately a spiritual issue. When we don’t 
know or when we disobey the spiritual laws that govern 
relationships, we can hurt others and ourselves. The 
results include sorrow, pain, sadness, guilt and shame.

No matter the physical situation, the ultimate turning 
point in our spiritual lives begins with repentance. This 
old-fashioned word basically means to turn—in fact, to 
make a complete U-turn.

In the Old Testament an important Hebrew word that 
is translated “repent” (and pronounced shuv) means to 
“turn back, return” to “dependence on God” (New Bible 
Dictionary). 

One example is found in Ezekiel 18:30, where God 
says, “Repent, and turn from all your transgressions, so 
that iniquity will not be your ruin.”

The Greek word metanoeo means “to change one’s 
mind.” However, the New Testament meaning is 
influenced by the Hebrew connotations. So, the New Bible 
Dictionary explains, it also means “repentance, not just 
as feeling sorry, or changing one’s mind, but as a turning 
around, a complete alteration of the basic motivation 
and direction of one’s life.” 

Notice the stark decision point Moses sets out for us in 
Deuteronomy 30:19: “I call heaven and earth as witnesses 
today against you, that I have set before you life and 
death, blessing and cursing; therefore choose life, that 
both you and your descendants may live; that you may 
love the Lord your God, that you may obey His voice, 
and that you may cling to Him, for He is your life and the 
length of your days.”

The Bible shows that the ultimate choice for life—
eternal, joyous life—begins with repentance.

Where repentance starts
It may not seem possible, but there is someone who 

wants your life to change for the better even more than you 
do. In fact, He is the real source of the motivation to repent. 

The apostle Paul warns us not to ignore God’s part 
in it: “Or do you despise the riches of His goodness, 
forbearance, and longsuffering, not knowing that the 
goodness of God leads you to repentance?” (Romans 2:4). 
God says His “heart yearns” to have mercy on those who 
repent ( Jeremiah 31:20). It’s His desire for all:

“The Lord is not slack concerning His promise, as 
some count slackness, but is longsuffering toward us, not 
willing that any should perish but that all should come to 
repentance” (2 Peter 3:9).

And that desire for all to repent is part of His desire 
for all to be saved and to become His spiritual children (1 
Timothy 2:4; 2 Corinthians 6:17-18).

https://lifehopeandtruth.com/life/christian-living/decision-making/
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What repentance looks like
But repentance is the first step. What does a repentant 

person look like according to the Bible?
Paul praised the Corinthian congregation for embracing 

the kind of godly sorrow that leads to the positive 
transformation of our lives:

“For godly sorrow produces repentance 
leading to salvation, not to be regretted; 
but the sorrow of the world produces 
death. For observe this very thing, that 
you sorrowed in a godly manner: 
What diligence it produced in 
you, what clearing of yourselves, 
what indignation, what fear, what 
vehement desire, what zeal, what 
vindication! In all things you 
proved yourselves to be clear in 
this matter” (2 Corinthians 7:10-
11; read more about this in our 
online article “Godly Sorrow”). 

Clearly repentance is an active, 
powerful, life-changing process!

That’s why John the Baptist 
looked for the results of 
repentance in those who came 
to him. He demanded that 
hypocritical people “bear fruits 
worthy of repentance” (Matthew 
3:8). For example, he told people to 
practice charity, not to take advantage 
of others or intimidate them, and to learn 
contentment (Luke 3:10-14). In essence, he 
was giving practical examples of living God’s way 
of giving, of loving our neighbor as ourselves. 

Sadly, the natural human approach and inner 
motivation is far from that godly ideal. We naturally 
seek our own advantage, often unintentionally hurting 
those around us. Our capacity for self-justification and 
even self-deception is scary. We like to think we are 
good and right, but too often we are blind to our own 
contributions to problems in our relationships with 
others—and with God.

Cut to the heart
On the Day of Pentecost, during the apostle Peter’s 

powerful sermon that showed our responsibility for 
Christ’s death, many people felt “cut to the heart.” They 
said, “Men and brethren, what shall we do?” (Acts 2:37).

Peter’s reply summarizes the process of change that 
allows our guilt to be wiped away and our lives to be 
empowered for real, lasting change:

“Repent, and let every one of you be baptized in the 
name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins; and you 
shall receive the gift of the Holy Spirit” (verse 38).

We are to repent of sin, which is anything that goes 
against God’s laws and way of life. (See our online article 

“What Is Sin?”) God’s commandments are for our good, 
and breaking them is the cause of pain and suffering. 

Sin earns us the penalty of eternal death (Romans 
6:23). So our loving God doesn’t want to see us continue 
hurting ourselves (verses 1-2). He wants us to overcome 

sin. You can read more about the overcoming God 
desires in “Seven Steps for Overcoming Sin.”

The process Peter outlined included 
God’s gift of His Holy Spirit. The book of 

Hebrews goes on to explain how this 
transforms our minds: “I will put My 

laws into their hearts, and in their 
minds I will write them” (Hebrews 
10:16). With the help God’s Holy 
Spirit provides, spiritual change 
becomes possible, reshaping us 
from the inside. 

This does not mean that change 
is immediate and complete. 
Overcoming and learning to think 
as God thinks is a lifelong process. 
The commitment of baptism is 
a commitment to continue to 
repent and strive to obey God. 
We must repent every time we sin 
throughout our lives (1 John 1:8-9).

The results of repentance
Repentance begins the most 

important change, the one with 
consequences both now and forever. It 

removes guilt for the wrong things we have 
done through the shed blood of Jesus Christ that 

cleanses us (1 John 1:7). It gives us a fresh start on a path to 
joy and gladness and a chance to pass it on (Psalm 51:7-13).

This change gives us a new heart and a new life (Ezekiel 
36:26; Colossians 3:10). It puts us in a new family—the 
most loving, long-lasting and successful family in the 
universe—and beyond (1 John 3:2-3).

Whatever your other goals are for this year, isn’t it time 
to make your relationship with God your top priority? 
He yearns for you to be part of His family. He has taken 
the first steps. Now you have reached a turning point. 
Choose life—eternal life! D

Our booklet Change 
Your Life! gives you a 
concise study of what 
the Bible says on this 
all-important topic. 
Download it today! 

GOD’S 
COMMANDMENTS 

ARE FOR OUR 
GOOD, AND 

BREAKING THEM 
IS THE CAUSE 
OF PAIN AND 
SUFFERING. 
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HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT:
The Festivals Jesus 
Celebrated
Which days will you celebrate 
this year? Few give this any 
consideration, but you should. 
Some little-known holy days 
can help unlock benefits God 
wants to give you!
By David Treybig

A little over 60 years ago, my parents 
were young and raising two small 
boys—my brother and me—when they 
learned about the annual holy days of 
the Bible. 

Having grown up attending a mainstream Christian 
church, they, like most people, had been observing 
Christmas and Easter. These were the two most important 
religious holidays for them, and they had no idea that what 
they were doing might not be exactly what God expects. 

Shortly after they learned that the Bible taught the 
seventh-day Sabbath instead of Sunday, they started 
worshipping on Saturdays, except for the half day of 
work every other Saturday that Dad’s job required. 
(Read more about this in our booklet The Sabbath: A 
Neglected Gift From God.) 

Then they concluded that they needed to be baptized. 
They decided to drive up from their home in Houston to 
attend a church service that would be held in East Texas 
by the radio preacher who had introduced them to the 
biblical Sabbath.

Never heard of them
After the church service, they began counseling with 

one of the ministers about being baptized. In assessing 
their readiness for baptism, the minister asked them 
whether they knew about the seventh-day Sabbath and 

whether they were keeping it. “Yes” and “mostly,” they 
replied. 

When Dad realized that he needed to fully keep the 
Sabbath every Saturday, he made a commitment to do 
so regardless of what would happen with his job. (As it 
turned out, his company allowed him to have Saturdays 
off, and soon everyone in the company had both 
Saturday and Sunday off.)

So my parents were baptized and then made an 
interesting discovery. They learned that in addition to 
the weekly Sabbath, there were also annual Sabbaths 
and that one of them—Pentecost—would occur the next 
day. They had never heard of these annual festivals of 
God. The church they had previously been attending 
didn’t teach them, and they had no idea that God 
intended for these festivals to be observed today.

One of the members they met told them, “You can’t 
go home yet. You need to stay for Pentecost.” Intrigued 
by this discovery, they stayed for the services and after 
carefully considering the scriptures showing this festival 
being observed by the New Testament Church, my 
parents decided that they needed to start observing the 
annual holy days as well. 

So, one day after my parents were baptized, they 
attended their first festival of God. From that time 
forward, my parents began observing all of God’s annual 
holy days.  
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Profound benefits
At the time, my parents didn’t realize 

how profound their decision would be. But 
over time they learned that observing God’s 
annual festivals answered some of the most 
important questions of all. The festivals 
showed how God works with people, His 
expectations of them, and His plans for those 
who obey His commands.

When my parents began observing God’s 
annual holy days instead of Christmas and 
Easter, they told us they experienced a much 
deeper relationship with God and came to 
a fuller understanding of the purpose for 
their lives. 

My brother and I, and our sister who was 
born a few years later, were likewise blessed 
because of our parents’ decision. We, too, 
learned of the beauty and richness of God’s 
annual holy days. Having experienced this 
blessing, none of us will ever go back to 
observing Christmas and Easter.

Are you ready for a holy day upgrade?
The beginning of a new year is a time when 

people often take stock of their lives and make 
resolutions to improve their health, their 
management of money, their enjoyment of life 
and their relationships with family and friends. 
These are good resolutions to make.

But what about your spiritual health? 
Are you ready to improve your relationship 
with God in the coming year? Are you ready 
to deepen your understanding of His plan for 
you and others by observing the festivals He 
commands?

Does it matter?
Perhaps you are wondering why we say 

Christmas and Easter are not taught in the 
Bible, and if we are right, how they found 
their way into mainstream Christianity. And 
even more, you may be wondering if it really 
matters which days you observe. 

Here are the basic facts: 
When it comes to religious celebrations, 

most people claiming to be Christian today 
don’t observe the days Jesus did. Instead, 
they’ve accepted the decision of church 
leaders long ago to abandon the days of 
worship that Jesus and the first-century 
Christians observed in favor of pagan 
celebrations such as Christmas and Easter 
that were rebranded with Christian meaning 
centuries after Christ’s death. 

Historians tell us that church leaders 
made these decisions in order to separate 
Christianity from Judaism and to make it 
easier for pagans to convert to Christianity. 
While this reasoning obviously seemed valid 
to those who made these decisions, the result 
was catastrophic. 

Abandoning the biblical holy days given 
by God stripped mainstream Christianity of 
“the faith which was once for all delivered 
to the saints” ( Jude 1:3). People lost sight of 
a beautiful series of holy days designed by 
God to remind us each year of His plan to 
offer salvation to each of us and all mankind. 
(Read more in our free booklet From Holidays 
to Holy Days: God’s Plan for You.)

God’s festivals
Fortunately for us, the festivals of God and 

their rich meanings are still recorded in the Bible, 
and there are many people all over the world who 
have discovered them and observe them. 

Here is a brief overview of these 
masterfully designed days that build upon 
each other in spiritual significance.

• Passover: Jesus and the apostles observed 
this festival on the evening prior to His 
crucifixion, and it continues to remind us 
of Christ’s atoning sacrifice for our sins. 
This is the foundation of Christianity and 
begins God’s plan of salvation—a plan that 
will provide eternal life as members of 
God’s family to all who respond.

• The Days of Unleavened Bread: This 
festival lasts for seven days and includes 
holy days on the first and seventh days. 
Christians observe these days by putting 
leavening—which is symbolic of sin—out 
of their homes to remind them of Christ’s 
instruction that we must put sin out of our 
lives to please God (Mark 1:15).

• Pentecost: This festival pictures the 
receiving of God’s Holy Spirit, which is given 
to people when they repent of their sins and 
are baptized. The Holy Spirit empowers us 
to obey God’s good and beneficial laws, 
and it is through the Holy Spirit that we 
can receive the gift of eternal life.

• The Feast of Trumpets: This festival is 
the pivot point in God’s plan of salvation. 
This holy day represents Christ’s return 

LifeHopeandTruth.com  DISCERN 9
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to earth, the resurrection and transformation of faithful believers into 
spirit, and Christ’s forcibly taking control of the nations to establish the 
Kingdom of God here on earth.

• The Day of Atonement: This day is observed by fasting—refraining from 
eating or drinking to humble ourselves and draw closer to God—and 
pictures the binding of Satan for 1,000 years. With Satan bound, it will 
be easier for people who have survived the chaotic events leading up to 
Christ’s return to understand and choose God’s way of life.

• The Feast of Tabernacles: This seven-day festival pictures the millennial 
reign of Christ on earth. The first day is a holy day. As the effects of Christ’s 
reign unfold throughout the world, all people will be given the opportunity 
to respond to God’s calling and enjoy universal peace and prosperity.

• The Eighth Day: This concluding festival, commonly called the Last 
Great Day, marks the culmination of God’s plan to offer salvation to all 
mankind. People who lived and died prior to Christ’s return and who did 
not understand God’s way of life will be resurrected back to physical life 
to be given a full opportunity to learn about God’s plan and respond. 

A promised blessing
When you trade in Christmas and Easter for the festivals of God, you’ll put 

yourself in position to have a richer relationship with God and an enhanced 
understanding of His plan of salvation for all mankind. Psalm 111:10 offers 
this amazing promise: “A good understanding have all those who do His 
commandments.” 

We at Discern magazine hope you are ready to start keeping God’s annual 
holy days—observances that are sure to enhance your relationship with God. 
If you have questions about how to implement them in your life, feel free to 
contact us. We would be pleased to be of help. D 

To learn more about God’s holy 
days, download our free booklet 
From Holidays to Holy Days: God’s 
Plan for You or view our video 
series Feasts of the Lord.

Misunderstandings 
About God’s 
Festivals
Some people mistakenly believe 
that the festivals listed in Leviticus 
23 were just for Jewish people and 
were just part of the sacrificial 
system. While there were indeed 
sacrifices offered on these days, 
we have to remember that 
sacrifices were offered every day. 
Additionally, the New Testament 
shows that Jesus and the early 
Christians continued to observe 
the biblical holy days, now with 
enhanced Christian meaning. The 
physical sacrifices were understood 
to have been foreshadowing the 
sacrifice of Christ.

Far from being outmoded, 
Paul wrote that God’s festivals 
provided “a shadow of things 
to come” (Colossians 2:16)—
meaning they give us a glimpse 
into God’s future plans. The 
prophet Zechariah, under the 
inspiration of God, prophesied 
that the Feast of Tabernacles will 
continue to be observed after 
Christ returns (Zechariah 14:16-19). 

God’s festivals are for everyone. 
They aren’t outdated. They have 
future relevance for every human 
being. And eventually everyone is 
going to be observing them. 

Why not start observing them now?
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https://lifehopeandtruth.com/offers/from-holidays-to-holy-days/
https://lifehopeandtruth.com/offers/from-holidays-to-holy-days/
https://lifehopeandtruth.com/learning-center/video-series/feasts-of-the-lord/
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“
WHY 
GOOD 
WITHOUT 
GOD 
ISN’T 
GOOD 
ENOUGH

“Of every tree of the garden you 
may freely eat; but of the tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil you shall 
not eat, for in the day that you eat of it 
you shall surely die” (Genesis 2:16-17).

That was it.
That was the first rule God is recorded as giving our 

first parents.
Adam and Eve lived in a literal paradise, and to keep on 

living there, they had to keep their hands off of one tree.
One. Measly. Tree.
But it was tempting. It wasn’t just any tree—it was the 

tree of the knowledge of good and evil. And when Satan, 
“that serpent of old … who deceives the whole world” 

O

How we define words like 
good and evil or right and 
wrong will define how we live 
our lives. How can we arrive 
at a definition that works?
By Jeremy Lallier

(Revelation 12:9), promised that the tree would make 
them “like God, knowing good and evil” (Genesis 3:5), they 
gave in to that temptation and ate the forbidden fruit.

The rest, as they say, is history.

A decision
Some people read the story of the Garden of Eden 

and wonder why God wanted to deny Adam and Eve 
access to knowledge. That was the angle Satan took in 
his deception: “In the day you eat of it your eyes will be 
opened” (Genesis 3:5, emphasis added throughout). God’s 
holding out on you, he was telling them. He wants to keep 
you in the dark. He wants you to stay ignorant.

But is that really what happened?

Change

”
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The tree of the knowledge of good and evil represented 
a choice. It’s the same basic choice humanity has faced 
ever since. We can trust God to show us the difference 
between right and wrong, or we can try to sort that 
difference out for ourselves. By eating the forbidden 
fruit, Adam and Eve opted to sort it out for themselves—
and for the past 6,000 years, the human race has been 
following in their footsteps.

Doing vs. defining
A few years ago, the Secular Student Alliance launched 

a bus ad campaign. One of those ads read, “Second richest 
person in the world. Donated over $26 billion to charity. 
Bill Gates is Good without god. Are you?”

The ad campaign itself was built around a deeper 
philosophical question, namely: “Can people do good 
things without believing in God?” And the answer is …

Yes. 
Of course. 
Absolutely.
It happens all the time. There are atheists who 

do wonderfully good things, and there are 
believers who do terribly evil things. 
Believing—or not believing—in God 
doesn’t take away your ability to 
do good or evil.

But resting underneath this 
discussion is another, far more 
difficult question:

Can you define good 
without God?

Sounds good to me
We’ve been trying. For 

a long, long time now, 
philosophers and religions 
have debated and argued 
over the meanings of words 
like good and evil, right and 
wrong. And that’s a symptom of 
the problem—sure, a person can do 
good things without God, but how can 
we know for sure what things are good?

It sounds like a matter of semantics, but this is 
important. How can we tell the difference between good 
and evil?

Well, maybe it’s an intuitive thing. Maybe we just 
know good when we see it.

Except … what happens if someone else defines good 
and evil differently? Who’s right? How can we be sure?

So then maybe it’s something defined by the majority. 
Maybe something is good when enough people recognize 
it as good.

But then … what about the Holocaust? If the Nazis 
had won World War II and convinced enough people 
that the Jews and other minorities were inferior forms 

of life, would that make the Holocaust good? Surely not. 
The Holocaust was evil and wrong, no matter how many 
people say otherwise. 

Then maybe it’s tied to biology. Some evolutionists 
claim morals are an evolutionary byproduct; that we 
invented them to help us advance as a species.

If that’s true, how exactly do values like self-sacrifice 
factor into the survival of the fittest?

Okay, so maybe good and evil just exist somehow 
as concepts rooted in something bigger than us. All 
philosophers can do is argue their opinions and 
observations—even scientists can’t point to a law that 
defines good and evil the way they can point to a law that 
explains the trajectory of a baseball or the speed of light 
in a vacuum.

So how can we define good and evil?

Finding the standard
Here’s the big secret: the Garden of Eden wasn’t really 

about who gets to know good and evil. It was about who 
gets to define good and evil. The question on 

the table was, “Who knows best?” Adam 
and Eve bet on themselves, and in 

the years since then, it’s become 
painfully obvious:

Without God, we have no 
objective standard. And 

without an objective standard, 
we have no definitive way to 
say, “This is right and this 
is wrong.” Instead, we have 
opinions. Best guesses. Shots 
in the dark. 

But to walk with God, 
we have to be willing to do 

what Adam and Eve weren’t. 
We have to be willing to trust 

that He knows better.
As a human, that can be tough. 

It can be a little grating to have 
“because God said so” as our reason 

for doing something. We tend to want 
more—an explanation, an insight, a detailed 

breakdown of cause and effect. Sometimes God 
gives us those explanations—and sometimes He doesn’t. 
Sometimes we may not even agree with what God 
expects of us. And in those moments, it’s not always easy 
to accept His decision. After all, why should God get to label 
what’s right and wrong?

And the answer—the obvious answer, the one staring 
us in the face, the one we don’t always like to admit—is, 
“Because He’s God.”

Because He is the immortal, eternal, unchanging 
God, unbound by time and space. Because His character 
is love, and His standards are never arbitrary but are 
designed for the benefit of all. Because He has a perfect 
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understanding of everything that has ever happened 
or could ever happen. Because He knows the infinite 
complexities of the inner workings of our lives in a 
way we can’t begin to comprehend.

If good and evil exist in our universe, then God is 
the One best equipped to understand and explain those 
concepts, because He created the universe.

And within that universe, we humans seem to come 
equipped with a sense of right and wrong, fair and 
unfair, just and unjust. We’re attuned to things like 
double standards and hypocrisy. But why? How did we 
end up with all those senses, and how can we fine-tune 
them to be more accurate?

Calibration required
God created humans with a conscience. It is 

shaped by our parents and our society. Whether or 
not we ever come to know Him and His perfect law, 
that conscience develops some sense of right and 
wrong. Most of us feel guilty when we lie. Murder is 
a shocking, unsettling thought. We feel good about 
helping someone else out. 

Something inside us feels strongly about these 
things, and we tend to label those feelings as either 
“right” or “wrong.”

But our conscience is imperfect. The Bible warns, 
“There is a way that seems right to a man, but its end 
is the way of death” (Proverbs 14:12) and, “The heart 
is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked; 
who can know it?” ( Jeremiah 17:9). Our conscience 
has to be educated, and it is easily corrupted, deceived 
and ignored. It’s a mechanism for sorting out right 
and wrong, but it needs calibrating.

After communicating God’s instructions to the 
Israelites, Moses explained that “the commandments 
of the Lord and His statutes” were “for your good” 
(Deuteronomy 10:13). Nothing about God’s laws is 
arbitrary—those instructions contain the keys to both 
knowing and doing good. 

The more we learn and follow those laws, the more 
we calibrate our consciences. When we choose to stop 

figuratively eating from the tree of the knowledge 
of good and evil—when we choose to let God show 
us the difference between good and evil instead of 
trying to sort it out for ourselves—then we can turn 
to the pages of the Bible and find the discernment 
we need. 

When we couple that with the Holy Spirit God 
offers us (2 Timothy 1:6), we begin to develop some 
insight into the very mind of God Himself. We can 
start to see not only what things are good and evil, 
but why those things are good and evil. With God as 
our guide, we can make the decisions that lead to a 
happier, more fulfilling life.

Good with God
It’s true—you can do good things without God. 

Anyone can, and many do.
But doing good things and being good—truly 

understanding goodness and integrating it into our 
character—are two different things.

If we follow in the footsteps of Adam and Eve by 
trying to figure things out on our own, we’re going to 
get some things right—but we’re also going to get some 
things wrong. Really wrong. And the worst part is, we 
won’t always know the difference until it’s too late.

Jesus explained, “No one is good but One, that is, 
God” (Matthew 19:17). When we live our lives apart 
from His standards, the best we can do is guess, and 
guessing isn’t enough. We can’t truly be good without 
God because God alone is good.

You can do good things without God, but you’ll be 
forever falling short of your true potential, missing 
out on the very reason you were created.

The truth is, going through life with God—trusting 
in His guidance and letting Him show us the way 
forward—is about so much more than just being good. 
It’s about being so much better than we could ever be 
on our own.

To learn more about the values God calls good and 
how they’ll one day change the world, read our article 
“Christian Values.” D

“THERE IS A WAY THAT SEEMS RIGHT TO A 
MAN, BUT ITS END IS THE WAY OF DEATH.”

https://lifehopeandtruth.com/life/christian-living/christian-values/
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Years ago someone stunned me with 
the gift of a Rolex watch, previously 
owned but still worth thousands of 
dollars. It didn’t cost that much, he 
explained, because he found it overseas 

at a really good bargain price. That should have raised red 
flags, but I was so smitten with the thought of owning a 
Rolex I discounted any doubts.

I wore it only for special occasions, and otherwise 
carefully tucked it away in a velvet pouch. I really 
treasured that watch until … the day I showed it to my 
brother-in-law, who worked in the jewelry business. He 
was kind—he didn’t burst out laughing like he could have. 
He just smiled and said, “Your Rolex, well, it’s a fake.”

“Don’t feel bad,” he said. “It happens to a lot of 
people.” But I did. I felt mad and embarrassed too—how 
could I tell people (including the giver) that I’d been 
conned? The watch went straight into the trash.

It does happen to a lot of people. Research 
“counterfeit goods” and you’ll find that virtually 
anything made can be faked, and it’s annually costing 
billions of dollars and thousands of jobs. 

It’s also costing lives. Fake purses are one thing. Fake 
medicines are another. People around the world are 
dying every year because the drugs they are taking in 
good faith are counterfeit. It’s criminal.

Fake faith?
What would you do, how would you feel, if you 

discovered your religion was counterfeit? Most of us 
have been “given” our religion by our parents, or maybe 
we “shopped” for one we liked. Is it possible that, in all 
innocence, we possess a fake belief?

According to Jesus, it is!
When asked about signs of His coming and “the end 

of the age,” the first thing He said was, “Take heed that no 
one deceives you. For many will come in My name, saying, 
‘I am the Christ,’ and will deceive many” (Matthew 24:3-5). 

Watch out, He warned—there are a lot of religious 
scammers! 

Actually, it was already happening in His day, 
and several times He took religious leaders to task 
for leading people astray. How did it happen? By 
substituting fraudulent traditions for the truth of God! 

Matthew 15:6-9 records Jesus’ hot words for them: 
“Thus you have made the commandment of God of 
no effect by your tradition. Hypocrites! Well did Isaiah 
prophesy about you, saying: ‘These people draw near to 
Me with their mouth, and honor Me with their lips, but 
their heart is far from Me. And in vain they worship Me, 
teaching as doctrines the commandments of men.’” 

The Pharisees’ tactics are still common practice—
because they still work!

HOW  TO  
SPOT A  

        CHURCHCounterfeit
The Church Jesus started will never die out. But can all 
the churches that claim His name—with all their different 
teachings—really all be right? How can you find the right one?
By Clyde Kilough
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Paul’s warnings
Just as it doesn’t take long for counterfeiters to churn 

out fake movies and music today, it didn’t take long for 
scammers to churn out false doctrines back then.

The apostle Paul stood amazed at how fast it 
happened. “I marvel that you are turning away so soon 
from Him who called you in the grace of Christ, to a 
different gospel, which is not another; but there are 
some who trouble you and want to pervert the gospel of 
Christ” (Galatians 1:6-7).

How serious was this? He twice repeated this in verses 
8-9: “But even if we, or an angel from heaven, preach 
any other gospel to you than what we have preached to 
you, let him be accursed.”

Paul further cautioned, “The time will come when 
they will not endure sound doctrine, but according to 
their own desires, because they have itching ears, they 
will heap up for themselves teachers; and they will turn 
their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to 
fables” (2 Timothy 4:3-4).

And in perhaps the strongest words possible, Paul 
warned, “For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, 
transforming themselves into apostles of Christ. And 
no wonder! For Satan himself transforms himself into 
an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his 
ministers also transform themselves into ministers of 
righteousness, whose end will be according to their 
works” (2 Corinthians 11:13-15).

Paul was addressing Christians, not strange pagan 
religions! Were he alive and saying this today, he 
would be roundly condemned as “narrow-minded,” 
“intolerant,” “not inclusive,” etc. But was he right? And 
are there still false teachers promoting false beliefs? 

Could many Christians—maybe millions—be 
unaware they are perpetuating an old scam?

Can they all be right?
Look at the thousands of denominations in the world 

today representing differing interpretations of what 
Christ did and said. Isn’t that a problem? Why doesn’t 
that raise red flags and make people question the 
authenticity of their beliefs? 

After all, it was Jesus Himself who said, “My sheep 
hear My voice, and I know them, and they follow Me” 
( John 10:27, emphasis added). 

Some say, though, you should “follow your heart” or 
your conscience. Is that a godly or a counterfeit philosophy? 

Some say it doesn’t matter so much what you believe, as 
long as you’re sincere. Really? Does the Bible say that, or is 
that another man-made belief that sounds good, but is fake? 

Some say all roads lead to heaven, and we’ll end up 
in the same place. True or false? 

This was the same Jesus who promised, “I will build 
My church, and the gates of Hades shall not prevail 
against it” (Matthew 16:18). If you believe that, it raises 
some hard questions:

• If He promised it would never die, then wouldn’t 
the Church Jesus built be out there somewhere 
today? Is there a true Church?

• He didn’t say, “I will build My churches” (plural). 
Would Christ claim that they are all His, when the 
Bible says, “For God is not the author of confusion” 
(1 Corinthians 14:33)?

• Many have said, “All these churches can’t be 
wrong!” But can they all be right?

• If there are counterfeit churches, ministers and 
teachings, how can one know which is genuine?

To know my Rolex was fake, it took someone trained 
to discern the marks of a counterfeit. Once he pointed 
them out, then I could see them. Can you know how to 
discern counterfeit doctrine?

Actually, the Bible itself gives key marks to look for 
that quickly separate the true from the false.

Truth, the litmus test
The night before He died, Jesus prayed for His 

disciples, asking God to “sanctify them by Your truth.” 
Sanctify means to set apart or consecrate things for God. 
In other words, truth would be the litmus test of the 
people of God. He then further qualified it, lest anyone 
misunderstand: “Your word is truth” ( John 17:17).

According to Christ, the opinions and theories of 
people don’t count. Decisions to change doctrines—
made hundreds of years later because norms of society 
changed—don’t count. New teachings that make it easier 
to assimilate new believers don’t count. If it’s not from 
the Bible, God’s inspired Word, it’s fake, no matter how 
good it looks or what label is on it.

If it is a human philosophy, it’s fake. For example, 
what about the idea that as long as you’re sincere, or 
worshipping in the “right spirit,” that’s all that matters? 
Christ has an issue with that. He says, “But the hour 
is coming, and now is, when the true worshipers will 
worship the Father in spirit and truth; for the Father is 
seeking such to worship Him. God is Spirit, and those 
who worship Him must worship in spirit and truth” 
( John 4:23-24).

Jesus told Pilate, “For this cause I have come into the 
world, that I should bear witness to the truth. Everyone 
who is of the truth hears My voice” ( John 18:37). These 
are two of the 223 times the word truth is mentioned in 
the New King James Version of the Bible. In a world of 
lies, truth exists, and it is important to God!

Pilate came back with what is a predominant 
human philosophy to this day. He said to Jesus, “What 
is truth?” 

It’s not that Pilate really wanted to know. He was 
actually denying that humans can know what truth 
really is! It’s an easy way to dodge the responsibility God 
puts on us when He says, “Test [prove] all things; hold 
fast what is good” (1 Thessalonians 5:21).
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How did Christ walk?
A search for truth leads us directly 

to another key issue of discerning 
counterfeit doctrines.

Toward the end of the first century 
the apostle John was waging a battle 
for the truth against forces that were 
intent on changing the doctrines and 
practices of the Church. Enemies were 
not trying to create a new religion. 
They were trying to change the Church 
Christ had built into something else. 

John clearly identified one of their 
main targets—the commandments. 
“Now by this we know that we know 
Him, if we keep His commandments. 
He who says, ‘I know Him,’ and does 
not keep His commandments, is a 
liar, and the truth is not in him” (1 
John 2:3-4). In verse 6 he continued, 
“He who says he abides in Him ought 
himself also to walk just as He walked.” 

How did He walk? He kept the 10 
Commandments, which have been in effect since the 
creation of man! John was confirming Christ’s teaching, 
“If you keep My commandments, you will abide in My 
love. … You are My friends if you do whatever I command 
you” ( John 15:10, 14).

People can say they “abide in Christ,” but do they 
keep the commandments? That’s the test, isn’t it? If you 
are looking for the Church Jesus built, start looking for 
those who are striving to walk as He walked. Sad to say, 
“commandment-keeping” immediately crosses a huge 
number off the list.

Why? Because over time theologians began saying 
Jesus actually did away with the need to keep the 
commandments, the law of God. 

Jesus stated, “Do not think that I came to destroy the 
Law or the Prophets. I did not come to destroy but to 
fulfill. For assuredly, I say to you, till heaven and earth 
pass away, one jot or one tittle will by no means pass from 
the law till all is fulfilled” (Matthew 5:17-18).

A jot is the smallest letter in the Hebrew alphabet, and 
a tittle is a small marking on a letter. Christ was making 
it clear that the Law and the Prophets—that is, God’s 
instructions and judgments regarding right and wrong, 
good and evil—weren’t going anywhere. 

In fact, as we read through His famous sermon, Christ 
makes it clear that the Law and the Prophets were more 
important than ever—that they were filled with more 
depth and meaning than the Pharisees realized (Matthew 
5:21-22, 27-28, 31-32, 33-34, 38-39, 43-44). That’s a 
problem for any church claiming that Jesus did away with 
God’s law.

If anyone disputes that, hold up the Fourth Commandment—
the Sabbath—as a test of doctrinal authenticity.

Jesus didn’t go to church on Sunday. All throughout the 
Gospel accounts, we see Him observing the seventh-day 
Sabbath. It was His custom to worship on the Sabbath 
(Luke 4:16). It’s what He did—and it’s what His disciples 
did too. In the book of Acts, we are given multiple 
examples of Paul keeping the Sabbath—“as his custom 
was” (Acts 17:2; see also 13:14; 16:13; 18:4). They walked 
“just as He walked.”

Christ and His disciples kept God’s holy days and 
festivals too. They kept the Passover together (Luke 
22:15). The Church began while the disciples were 
gathered to observe Pentecost (Acts 2:1-4). Paul wrote 
about keeping the Days of Unleavened Bread (1 
Corinthians 5:8)—the list goes on. Never once is there 
any indication that Christ intended for His followers to 
stop observing these days.

Genuine or counterfeit?
What is the truth? Are the many nonbiblical 

doctrines and practices we see today—indisputably and 
easily proven to have been brought into Christianity 
long after Christ established it—a sign of genuine or 
counterfeit Christianity?

The commandments and biblical holy days are only 
two examples of many practices of the Church Jesus 
built—the true Church, the Church based on truth. 

According to Christ and the apostles and the 
historical record, the world is awash in counterfeit 
Christianity. But if you are willing to “test all things; 
[and] hold fast what is good” (1 Thessalonians 5:21), you 
can learn how to discern what is true and what is false. 

For more about the Church, see the articles in “The 
Church: the Body of Christ” section of Life, Hope & Truth. D

IF IT’S NOT 
FROM 

THE BIBLE, 
GOD’S 

INSPIRED 
WORD, IT’S 
FAKE, NO 
MATTER 

HOW GOOD 
IT LOOKS OR 
WHAT LABEL 

IS ON IT.
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WHAT NOT 
TO 
SAY 
WHEN 
SOMEONE 
IS 
SUFFERING

Knowing what to say and not 
say to someone who is facing 
trials can be challenging. These 
practical tips can help.
By Becky Sweat

Relationships

While sipping on a latte at a coffee 
shop, I couldn’t help overhearing the 
conversation at the table next to me. 
There sat three women, one visibly upset.

“I just got a call telling me I didn’t 
get the job I really thought I had,” sobbed the distressed 
woman. “I don’t think I’m ever going to find work.”

Her friends sat motionless for a minute, and then 
each offered something to try to turn her mood 
around. “Don’t worry—you’re so smart, you’ll find 
something soon,” one friend told her.

W “It’s probably for the best,” the other assured her. “Come 
on, smile. We don’t want to see tears. How about I treat you 
to a movie tonight to get your mind off job-hunting?” 

“No, thanks,” sighed the woman, who now seemed 
frustrated on top of being depressed. 

Insensitive comments
At that point, I walked out of the coffee shop, 

thinking about the exchange between the three women. 
It’s not that I thought it was unusual, but I certainly 
could relate. I’ve been the recipient of these kind of 
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Part of the problem is thinking that when we’re 
facing trials, we must always put on a cheery façade, 
even if we’re hurting. But Ecclesiastes 3:4 says there’s “a 
time to weep.” It’s okay to admit we’re in pain. 

Those who are hurting need you to accept their 
feelings and acknowledge what they’re going through. 
Reassure them that their concerns are valid. Allow 
them to be sad, grieve or cry when they’re with you. 
Don’t expect them to pretend that everything is normal 
just so you can feel more comfortable. 

Other times, instead of trying to shut down a 
sufferer’s disclosures, you may very much relate to him 
or her. You may not be able to resist saying, “You think 
that’s bad? Let me tell you what happened to me!” 
However, in doing so, you take the focus off the hurting 
person and put it onto yourself. 

Remember, the sufferer came to you because he or 
she needed someone to confide in. Using the time to 
tell your stories can be very frustrating to the sufferer, 
Dr. Burkhardt says, and can make the person “feel like 
you’re sloughing off her feelings and not giving her a 
chance to express what she is going through.” 

Furthermore, if you present your experiences as 
“worse” or “more serious” than other people’s, you 
may come across as though you’re trying to upstage 
them, or that you think their problems are trivial in 
comparison to yours.

Of course, sharing your personal stories can 
sometimes help build connections with others because 
they know you’ve “been there.” The way to do this 
effectively is to not one-up them with what you say 
or dominate the conversation. When you’ve finished 
describing your experience, you might ask, “Is this like 
what’s happening with you?” Always return the focus 
back to the sufferer.

How to solve the sufferer’s dilemma may seem 
obvious to you, but resist the temptation to give 
unsolicited advice. Oftentimes when people disclose 
their troubles, they already know what they should 
do. When they come to you, they may be looking for 

remarks before, and I’ve felt misunderstood and alone 
as a result. And truthfully, too many times I’ve also been 
the one who blurted out the insensitive comments. 

This is not to imply that when our words discourage 
someone else, it’s a matter of hurtful intentions. 
Quite the contrary. We may sincerely want to help. Yet 
when others share their sorrows, it can make us feel 
uncomfortable. We might not know what to say or may 
feel awkward with silence, so we utter platitudes to fill 
the void, not realizing what messages we’re sending. 
Or, we might switch the subject to something more 
cheerful to make ourselves feel better. 

The sufferer, on the other hand, doesn’t go away 
feeling encouraged, but may actually feel worse.

Still, we need to do our best to support those who 
are struggling, even if we’re not a natural at it. The 
Bible tells us to “weep with those who weep” (Romans 
12:15). Galatians 6:2 says we should “bear one another’s 
burdens.” Other verses stress the importance of showing 
compassion (Colossians 3:12; Zechariah 7:9; 1 Peter 3:8). 

Four things NOT to say
Very often, being truly supportive starts with knowing 

what NOT to say when someone expresses hurt, grief 
or discouragement. I’ve found that the following four 
responses usually do more harm than good:

One of the biggest mistakes you can make when 
someone tells you bad news is to deny you heard 
anything troubling. “People get so panicky about not 
knowing what to do or say that they shut the suffering 
person out to make themselves feel more comfortable,” 
says psychology professor Sandra Burkhardt of 
Saint Xavier University. Most people don’t do this 
intentionally, she adds. “They may actually mean well 
and not even realize how they’re coming across.”

Changing the subject, making jokes or coming up 
with reasons why the problem isn’t a problem cut off 
communication and tell the sufferer that it’s not all 
right to express sorrow. 

Comments like “Don’t worry,” “Don’t cry,” “Cheer up,” 
“It could be worse,” “It’s not that bad,” “Everything will be 
fine” and “Look at the bright side” can do the same thing.

When you respond in these ways, you are in effect casting 
aside the sufferers’ concerns and telling them you’re not 
interested in hearing about their struggles. This can leave 
them feeling unheard, misunderstood or deserted. They 
may feel as though they’re being corrected for feeling the 
way they do. Their burden becomes heavier, not lighter.

1. DISMISSING THE 
SUFFERER’S FEELINGS.

2. MAKING YOURSELF 
THE FOCUS.

3. OFFERING UNSOLICITED 
ADVICE.
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comfort and understanding—not ways to fix their 
problems. Barraging them with solutions is another way 
to tell them you don’t want to hear their disclosures.

“Basically, you are telling yourself, if I can distract 
my friend by giving her some brilliant advice, she’ll 
stop crying,” says Dr. Burkhardt.

Unsolicited advice can also put sufferers in an 
awkward position if they don’t take your suggestions. 
One woman shared her predicament after her 
husband was diagnosed with cancer: “We got lots of 
opinions from friends for herbal supplements to try, 
cleansing diets, natural remedies, whether to undergo 
chemotherapy, and on and on,” she relates. “Frankly, 
we had carefully researched our options, and knew 
most of their suggestions weren’t for us. Yet each time 
we were presented with another idea, we basically 
had to defend the course of action we were taking.” 

If the sufferer asks for advice, it may be okay to give 
it, but only share what helped you personally, rather 
than make specific recommendations. So, rather than 
say, “I think you should …,” state, “This is what works 
for me.” Allow the person with the problem to make 
his or her own decision about what to do.

You might also think you know what the sufferer 
did to cause his or her predicament. But once again, 
sharing this kind of insight is not usually helpful. Most 
of the time, when people find themselves in a crisis, 
they have already “beaten themselves up” over what 
they should or shouldn’t have done. Telling them, “If 
only you hadn’t been so slow to act,” “If only you’d 
done more research,” or “If only you’d seen it coming,” 
is not going to remedy the current scenario. It may 
only make them feel more discouraged.

The classic biblical example of this is found in the 
book of Job. When Job was at his lowest point, his 
friends corrected and criticized him, accusing him of 
bringing on his own suffering. Instead of lightening his 
burdens, they added to Job’s anguish and put him on 
the defensive. 

Job said, “A despairing man should have the 
devotion of his friends” ( Job 6:14). True, there are times 
when it becomes necessary to go to others and tell 
them what they’re doing wrong—but not when they’re 
in the furnace of affliction. 

When people are truly downtrodden, what they 
need most is comfort and support—not an assessment 
of what they could have done to circumvent their 
calamities. 

How should we respond?

Being truly encouraging isn’t as confusing as 
it might seem. Three of the best things you 
can do are really quite simple:

LISTEN.
More than anything, those who are hurting 
just want to talk to someone who will 
listen. Give them your full attention and try 
to understand why they feel the way they 
do. Allow them to take the conversation to 
wherever they need it to go. By listening 
attentively, you show that you genuinely care 
about them. 

ACCEPT THE SITUATION 
FOR WHAT IT IS.

When those who are suffering say something 
negative, try not to let it upset you. It may 
be hard to hear, but realize they’re in a lot 
of pain. Just let them talk, because at that 
moment, that’s exactly how they feel. If they 
need to cry, let them. Responses such as 
“You’ve been through a lot” and “I’m sorry to 
hear what happened” communicate concern 
and acceptance.

REMIND SUFFERERS 
THAT THEY’RE NOT 

ALONE. 

Tell them you will stand by them during 
this difficult time and help in any way you 
can. Reassure them that you are pulling 
for them and praying about the situation. 
James 5:16 says, “The effective, fervent prayer 
of a righteous man avails much.” To say “I’ll 
pray for you” and mean it is enormously 
encouraging, and it will bond you together.

For the most part, people who are hurting aren’t 
expecting you to deliver eloquent words or profound 
solutions to their problems. But they are hoping you 
will be there for them and be by their side, even if 
everything you say doesn’t come out perfectly. 

What matters most is having another’s support and 
not having to face difficult times alone. D

4. DISHING OUT 
CORRECTION.



CHRISTIANITY 
MADE
Traditions and human ideas 
have complicated the true 
simplicity of following Jesus 
Christ. There can be real 
power in the simple.
By Jim Franks

One of the most famous and deadliest 
battles of the American Civil War took 
place outside Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, 
in the summer of 1863. 

Because of the magnitude of this 
battle, the ground on which it occurred was dedicated as 
a memorial on Nov. 19, 1863. One of the most famous 
orators in American history, Edward Everett, was the 
featured speaker. President Abraham Lincoln was 
scheduled to speak after him. Everett spoke for two hours, 
and the audience was spellbound. According to the 
reporters in attendance, 15,000 people stood motionless, 
hanging on every word. 

Everett’s rehearsal of American history was, according 
to the reporters, nothing short of brilliant. 

Lincoln’s short and simple speech
Then it was President Lincoln’s turn to speak. He told 

everyone that his message would be simple and short. 
And indeed it was! He spoke for less than two minutes (a 
total of 272 words), unheard of at the time, and a length 
some felt unbecoming of the president. The immediate 
reviews were not flattering to the president, while Everett 
was praised by all. 

Everett wrote later that little did Lincoln know that 
what he said would have such an impact on the nation. 
Abraham Lincoln chose to emphasize the principle that 
“all men are created equal.” This was the moral argument 

against slavery. He did not use big words. He chose not to 
give a long list of adjectives, which was common for an 
orator of the day. 

In the years since that November date, Lincoln’s 
Gettysburg Address has endured as arguably the most 
quoted and most memorized speech in American history. 

Monumental in its simplicity
Lincoln’s speech was monumental in its simplicity. In 

a few words Lincoln addressed the major moral issue of 
his day. His answer to slavery was simple—if all men are 
created equal, then slavery is wrong. 

In our complicated world today, it seems there 
is no such thing as a simple answer to any problem. 
Everything must be couched as “just my opinion,” rather 
than providing a clear definition of right and wrong. 

Christian complications
Proponents of traditional Christianity are not 

immune to political correctness and situation ethics 
when it comes to some of the issues facing our world 
today. They constantly miss the mark by abandoning a 
clear definition of right and wrong. You can claim the 
title of Christian as a Baptist, a Methodist, a Catholic or 
any one of thousands of groups and hold completely 
opposite views of wrongdoing. You can be a conservative 
or a liberal Christian. 

Was the message of Christ that confusing and complicated? 

Change
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The simplicity that is in Christ
The apostle Paul stated in his second letter to the 

Corinthians, “But I fear, lest somehow, as the serpent 
deceived Eve by his craftiness, so your minds may be 
corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ” (2 
Corinthians 11:3). The danger that Paul warned 
about was the complicating of a message that 
should really be simple. 

Simple is defined as easy to understand, deal 
with and use; not elaborate or artificial, plain; not 
complicated, complex or compound. Paul referred to 
the simplicity of Christ. It doesn’t require a course in 
theology to understand the message Christ brought 
or the core values that define right from wrong. 

Just 10 Commandments
True Christianity has a basic code of law for 

defining behavior. While many today want to 
diminish or even remove aspects of this law, it endures 
as the foundation for all biblical law. It is referred to 
as the 10 Commandments and is found in Exodus 
20 and Deuteronomy 5. Compare the simplicity of 
the 10 Commandments to the complicated legal 
systems that exist in most countries today. 

While there are only 10 Commandments in the 
basic biblical list, how many laws do you think there 
are in the U.S.—both federal and state? The honest 
answer is that no one knows. 

In 1982 the U.S. Justice Department set about 
to do an actual count of all the federal laws. Most 
federal laws are found in two publications: Statutes 
at Large and the United States Code. Both are 
multiple-volume works. Ronald Gainer, a Justice 
Department official, was put in charge of this 
effort. The project lasted two years and eventually 
compiled a list of 3,000 offenses spread over 23,000 
pages of federal law. 

However, Mr. Gainer announced afterward that 
“you will have died and [been] resurrected three 
times,” and still not have an answer to this question 
of how many laws there are (Wall Street Journal, July 
23, 2011). Today, that total is estimated to be “at least 
5,000 federal criminal laws, with 10,000-300,000 
regulations that can be enforced criminally.”

Taxing
In addition to the 10 Commandments, which 

define behavior, are there additional laws defining 
other aspects of our lives as Christians? Compare 
God’s law of tithing to the complicated tax codes of 
our modern nations. The U.S. tax code consisted of 
400 pages in 1913. In 2014 the total was 74,608 pages. 

The law of tithing, on the other hand, is simple—10 
percent of your increase. 

Christ’s message and example
The message that Christ brought was also quite 

simple. Mark 1:15 describes the beginning of His 
ministry. He proclaimed the gospel (good news) 
of the Kingdom of God. The message was about 
the Kingdom of God and did not focus wholly on 
His first coming as Savior. He would come again as 
King of Kings to establish the Kingdom of God. He 
preached about the coming Kingdom of God and 
the need for everyone to repent, or change. 

TRUE CHRISTIANITY HAS A 
BASIC CODE OF LAW FOR 

DEFINING BEHAVIOR.
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It’s a pretty simple message, but it has been complicated 
today by omitting the good news about the Kingdom, 
and instead focusing exclusively on the person of Jesus 
Christ. Is that the real message that Christ taught? The 
Scriptures tell us otherwise.

True Christianity, as defined in the Bible, is simple. A 
Christian isn’t someone who has a title—Baptist, Methodist, 
Catholic. A Christian is someone who is a true follower of 
Jesus Christ, who believes what He taught and strives to 
walk in His footsteps (1 Peter 2:21). Some would be amazed 
to learn that Jesus Christ was a Sabbath-keeper and kept the 
annual festivals of the Bible (Luke 4:16; Mark 14:1). Many 
consider these days to be Jewish, but the Bible makes it clear 
that these days actually belong to God (Leviticus 23:1-2).

One of the most powerful messages found in Scripture 
was given by Peter on the Day of Pentecost. His conclusion 
was simple—repent and be baptized, and you shall receive 
the gift of the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38). Since the Garden of 
Eden, Satan has been complicating God’s message, so we 
should not be surprised that religion today has no real 
answers for the social and moral problems that plague 
this world. 

Absolute good and evil
The Bible confirms the existence of absolutes. In 

Malachi 3:6 God says, “I do not change.” In the book of 
Hebrews we read that Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, 
today and forever (Hebrews 13:8). And Christ Himself 
said, “Your word is truth” ( John 17:17). The standard for 
Christian conduct should be the same today as it was in 
the first century.

In the Garden of Eden Satan lied to Eve and deceived 
her into partaking of the tree of the knowledge of 
good and evil. Rather than trusting God to provide the 
knowledge of what is good and what is evil, man took that 
to himself. So today we have thousands of groups with 
differing ideas about truth, all claiming to be Christian. 
How can that be? How did the truth get so complicated?

Christianity, based on Scripture, isn’t really all that 
complicated. When we follow the instructions to keep 
God’s law, which includes worshipping on the seventh-
day Sabbath, observing the annual festivals and paying a 
tithe equal to 10 percent of our increase, we confirm the 
simplicity of Christianity. It requires that we commit to 
acting like Jesus Christ—which means obedience to God, 
love for mankind and commitment to a style of living as 
outlined in God’s Word. 

The power of simple
Abraham Lincoln was not the greatest orator at the 

dedication of the Gettysburg battlefield in 1863. One 
of America’s greatest orators, Edward Everett, was held 
in awe for his meandering two-hour message about 
American history on that November day. 

But Abraham Lincoln was committed to giving a simple 
summary of the moral issue faced by the nation. He spoke 
for less than 2 minutes. His speech is remembered today, 
but no one remembers what Edward Everett had to say. 

True Christianity, as defined by the Bible, is simple. 
Follow in the footsteps of Jesus Christ. Believe what He 
believed. Teach what He taught. 

Simple! D

TRUE CHRISTIANITY, AS DEFINED
 BY THE BIBLE, IS SIMPLE.
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Wonders of 

GOD’S Creation

Ever feel like you’re beating your head 
against the wall?

Then you can relate to the woodpecker—
well, sort of. For woodpeckers, it’s not 
just a metaphor; it’s a way of life. They 
can beat their beaks against a tree 100 
times a minute, and they do it an average 
of 12,000 times every day. Each blow can 
reach speeds of up to 15 miles per hour 
and attain a G-force of 1,000 G. (Compare 
that to a typical roller coaster ride at 4 G.)

Why doesn’t all that head-banging leave 
them brain damaged? Because God 
designed them perfectly for their job. 
The woodpecker’s tongue actually wraps 
around its skull, providing a cushion for its 
brain. Their skulls are designed to spread 
the force of each impact, their spines are 
flexible, and their tail feathers are stiff 
enough to act as a third leg for support 
while they drill. 

From beak to tail, God built woodpeckers 
to be good at what they do.

Pictured here: acorn woodpecker (Melanerpes 
formicivorus).

Photo by James Capo, text by Jeremy Lallier
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Changing Beliefs About 
Whether You Can Be 
Good Without God
“For the first time, a majority of Americans—56 
percent—say it is possible to be a good person 
without a religious belief. …

“Nones [those who indicate they have no religion] 
now account for about one-quarter—23 percent—
of American adults, up from 16 percent in 2007. 
But their growth is not the whole story behind the 
numbers.

“In the current poll, Protestants and Catholics were 
also polled, and 45 percent of them agree that God 
is not necessary for personal morality, up from 42 
percent in 2011.

“Even white evangelicals, who traditionally believe 
a relationship with God is crucial to morality, have 
budged. In 2011, one quarter of them (26 percent) 
said it was possible to be good without God, while 
now almost a third (32 percent) say so.”

RNS

Most Brits Think Only Six of 
the 10 Commandments Are 
Still Important
Still important:

You shall not commit murder  93%
You shall not steal     93%
You shall not bear false witness  
against (lie about) other people  87%
You shall not commit adultery   73%
Honor (obey) your father and mother   69%
You shall not covet (desire) other  
people’s possessions   61%
You shall not worship idols    31%
You shall not use the Lord’s name in vain  23%
I am the Lord your God. You shall have  
no other God before me   20%
Remember to keep the Sabbath day holy 19%

YOUGOV UK

“Some 160 million people don’t have even one book of the Bible 
available in their language.”

—CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

WORLDWATCH

“19 percent of Americans 
now view the Bible as 

‘just another book’ rather 
than an inspired text, up 
from 10 percent in 2011.”

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

Natural Disasters by Cause
Meteorological: storms
Hydrological: floods, landslides and avalanches
Climatological: extreme temperatures, 
droughts, forest fires

1980 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 2000 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 16

http://www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religious-landscape/
http://religionnews.com/2017/10/17/good-without-god-more-americans-say-amen-to-that/
https://yougov.co.uk/news/2017/10/25/most-brits-only-think-six-ten-commandments-are-sti/
https://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Society/2017/1029/Luther-s-legacy-How-people-use-the-Bible-today-500-years-after-a-monk-sparked-the-Protestant-Reformation
https://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Society/2017/1029/Luther-s-legacy-How-people-use-the-Bible-today-500-years-after-a-monk-sparked-the-Protestant-Reformation
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Events/Anniversaries in 2018
Feb. 9-25: Winter Olympics, South Korea

March 18: Russian presidential elections

June 14-July 15: World Cup, Russia

Aug. 26: 250th anniversary of Captain James 
Cook’s sailing from England on HMS Endeavour
Sept. 30: 80th anniversary of British Prime 
Minister Neville Chamberlain’s “peace for our 
time” speech after negotiating with Adolf Hitler

Oct. 20: 200th anniversary of Convention of 
1818 between the U.S. and U.K., which settled 
the U.S.-Canada border

Nov. 11: 100th anniversary of the armistice 
ending the fighting of World War I

“We are simply reverting to what we followed—a moderate Islam open to the world and 
all religions. 70% of the Saudis are younger than 30, honestly we won’t waste 30 years of 

our life combating extremist thoughts, we will destroy them now and immediately.”

—SAUDI CROWN PRINCE MOHAMMED BIN SALMAN

THE GUARDIAN
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North Korea’s Arms Push
The pace and yield of North Korea’s nuclear weapons tests 
have increased.

Nuclear (maximum)
Nuclear (minimum)
Thermonuclear (maximum)
Thermonuclear (minimum)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

MAX. KILOTONS EST. YIELD     2
MIN. KILOTONS EST. YIELD     1

5.4
2

16
6

15
7

30
10

250
100

Source: Union of Concerned Scientists, Center for Nonproliferation Studies, U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, U.S. Missile Defense 
Agency, AP, DPA, Tribune News Services

STRATFOR

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/oct/24/i-will-return-saudi-arabia-moderate-islam-crown-prince
https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/history-north-koreas-arsenal
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China’s Dream
With an increasingly ambitious foreign policy and a leader newly infused 
with unprecedented power, China aims to restore its historical dominance 
in Asia and beyond. The global implications of this vision are immense.
By Neal Hogberg

“China,” Napoleon once remarked, 
“is a sleeping lion. Let her sleep, 
for when she wakes she will shake 
the world.” In 2014, while in Paris, 
Chinese President Xi Jinping invoked 

Napoleon’s remark and triumphantly declared that the 
lion had already awakened. 

Mr. Xi has thrown out the “lay low” doctrine of Deng 
Xiaoping: “hide our capabilities and bide our time; 
never try to take the lead.” Instead, he has hailed the 
start of a new era—China’s Dream—with recovery from 
its “century of humiliation” at the hands of colonial 
powers like Japan, Britain and France. In a recent 
address to the Communist Party, He declared that the 
country “stood up” under Mao Zedong and became rich 
under Deng, but under Xi it has grown powerful and 
now seeks to shape the global system.

Exalting the new “emperor”
“Never before has a nation risen so far, so fast, 

on so many dimensions, as China has over the past 
generation,” according to Destined for War author 
Graham Allison. “The same could be said of Mr. Xi, who 
went from a politically exiled peasant … to ‘Chairman 
of Everything’” (Wall Street Journal, Oct. 16, 2017).

China’s recent 19th Party Congress—normally an 
opaque, twice-a-decade reshuffling of uncharismatic 
technocrats—emphatically ended an era of collective 
leadership by exalting Xi Jinping, who was already the 

most powerful Chinese leader in decades, to a second 
five-year term without an obvious successor, effectively 
crowning him China’s 21st-century emperor.

Now described as the party’s lingxiu—an honorific 
title meaning supreme leader that has not been used 
since the Mao era—Mr. Xi was elevated to the Chinese 
Communist Party pantheon with “Xi Jinping Thought” 
officially embedded into the party charter alongside 
Mao’s, making him politically untouchable.

Princeling, peasant, president
Because of his illustrious roots—born in Beijing in 1953 

to a trusted revolutionary colleague and vice premier 
under Mao—Mr. Xi is seen as a princeling, a child of elite 
senior officials who has risen through the ranks.

However, shortly after his ninth birthday his father 
was purged prior to the Cultural Revolution and 
imprisoned, and his mother was assigned to hard 
labor on a farm. The younger Xi was sent to the remote 
countryside for “reeducation” through hard labor for 
seven years where he was forced to denounce his father 
while shoveling dung and living in a flea-infested 
cave. His older half-sister hanged herself because of 
the abuse, but the exceptionally ambitious young Xi, 
according to a longtime friend, “chose to survive by 
becoming redder than red” and clawing his way back to 
prominence (Evan Osnos, New Yorker, April 6, 2015).

Exhibiting incredible persistence, Mr. Xi—today 
the leader of a Communist Party with 89 million 
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members—was actually rejected time after time when he 
sought to join the party. Later, as China grew richer, the 
unassuming Tsinghua University chemical engineering 
graduate grew adept at keeping his head down and 
avoiding ostentatious displays of wealth as he climbed 
the provincial political ladder, but he was always 
credited with overseeing spectacular growth. 

After election to the presidency in 2013, he was 
expected to be a bland figurehead and technocratic 
spokesman of the collective leadership, but Mr. Xi 
moved with stunning skill, speed and determination, 
wielding a highly visible anticorruption campaign to 
purge dozens of powerful rivals and consolidate power. 

As former Australian prime minister and noted 
China expert Kevin Rudd puts it, Xi has a “deep sense of 
national mission, a clear political vision for the country,” 
and is “very much a man in a hurry” (as quoted by 
Graham Allison, Destined for War, 2017, p. 118).

Asserting parity with Washington
Against the backdrop of a newly assertive China and 

a “post-American age” on the horizon, what was termed 
a “state visit-plus” for U.S. President Donald Trump 
recently showcased the hospitality and grandeur of the 
Chinese capital.

As recently as 2005, China’s economy was less than 
half the size of the U.S., but it is on pace to be 40 percent 
larger than America’s by the end of Mr. Xi’s second term. 
The shift in power and confidence is noticeable. 

“China, for the first time, is not in a humble position 
regarding the United States,” said Yan Xuetong, a 
professor of international relations at Tsinghua 
University in Beijing. “Usually the American president 
has the advantage. This is the first time that there is an 
equal relationship between the two leaders” (New York 
Times, Nov. 6, 2017).

Clash of heavyweights
Mr. Xi wants a U.S. admission of parity with China. He 

has pushed for what he calls a “new type of great power 
relations,” saying “the Pacific Ocean is big enough for 

both China and the U.S.” Such a diplomatic concession 
scares U.S. allies, as it would essentially create a G-2—the 
U.S. and China carving up the globe between them, with 
all of Asia falling into China’s sphere of influence. 

Mr. Trump left a vacuum in the region by 
abandoning the proposed 12-nation Trans-Pacific 
Partnership (TPP) free-trade agreement, which was 
envisioned as a buttress against China’s growing 
influence. Instead, he outlined a vague vision for a “free 
and open Indo-Pacific region” that stretches from the 
U.S. to the Indian Ocean. 

As the U.S. has retreated from its traditional role on 
the world stage, Mr. Xi has moved swiftly to chip away 
at American influence in the region by accelerating 
efforts to leverage China’s own trade group, the 
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership, which 
includes 16 nations that together account for 39 percent 
of global GDP.

Winning without a fight
With Mr. Xi tasking his military to be able to “fight 

and win” any military encounter, focus has been on the 
buildup of conventional forces and the transformation 
of reefs, rocks and sandbars in the South China Sea 
into forward-based military installations. America’s 
top military officer, General Joseph Dunford, recently 
sounded an alarm, telling the U.S. Congress that China 
is likely to be the “greatest threat” of any foe to the U.S. 
within the decade since “China is focused on limiting 
our ability to project power and weakening our alliances 
in the Pacific.”

Ancient Chinese strategist Sun Tzu’s maxim “subdue 
the enemy without fighting” reveals China’s primary 
direction today. As former U.S. Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger explains in On China, victory for Sun Tzu 
was “not simply the triumph of armed forces,” but “the 
achievement of the ultimate political objectives” that a 
military clash would be intended to secure. “Far better 
than challenging the enemy on the field of battle is … 
maneuvering him into an unfavorable position from 
which escape is impossible” (2011, p. 28). 

CHINA

Silk Road
Economic Belt

Maritime Silk 
Road

RUSSIA

IRAN

FRANCE

ONE BELT, ONE ROAD
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Made in China 2025
Under an ambitious plan called “Made in China 

2025,” Beijing began investing billions of dollars in 
domestic research and acquisition of innovative foreign 
technology. They targeted cutting-edge technologies 
like advanced microchips, artificial intelligence and 
quantum computing as keys to growth.

“If ‘Made in China 2025’ achieves its goals,” says 
Jeremie Waterman, president of the China Center 
at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, “the U.S. and 
other countries would likely become just commodity 
exporters to China—selling oil, gas, beef and soybeans.” 

In 1980 China’s trade with the outside world 
amounted to less than $40 billion; by 2015 it had 
increased a hundredfold, to $4 trillion. China has 
become the largest trading partner of over 130 countries, 
with every country and company fearing potential lost 
access to the market of 1.4 billion customers.

China was built in a day
Former Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd 

described the country’s economic explosion as “the 
English Industrial Revolution and the global information 
revolution combusting simultaneously and compressed 
into not 300 years, but 30” (New Statesman, July 16, 2012).

Recent developments show Rudd’s assessment to be true.

• Between 2011 and 2013, China produced and used 
more cement than the U.S. did in the entire 20th 
century.

• Overall, China built 2.6 million miles of roads—
including 70,000 miles of highways—between 1996 
and 2016, connecting 95 percent of the country’s 
villages and overtaking the U.S. as the country with 
the most extensive highway system by almost 50 
percent.

• In the past decade, China has constructed the world’s 
longest high-speed rail (HSR) network: 12,000 miles 
of rail lines that carry passengers between cities at 
speeds of up to 180 miles per hour. China now has 
more HSR tracks than the rest of the world combined 
and plans for another 16,000 miles by 2029 (Destined 
for War, pp. 13-14).

The new Silk Road
Forming the backbone of China’s audacious 

economic and political agenda is the titanic venture 
Mr. Xi announced in 2013, introduced as the “One 
Belt, One Road Initiative” (OBOR). Expected to become 
the greatest public works project in history, this 
unparalleled geopolitical and geo-economic game 
changer—still in its early stages—aims to link countries 
along the ancient Silk Road trade route with high-speed 
rail system that will cut the time required to move freight 
from Beijing to Rotterdam from a month to two days!

At a cost exceeding $1.4 trillion (the equivalent of 
12 Marshall Plans), it will incorporate more than a 
thousand megaprojects spanning three continents and 
connecting 65 percent of the world’s population to 
strategically draw countries and companies more into 
China’s orbit while providing arteries for Chinese goods 
flowing into Europe.

The “One Road,” or maritime Silk Road, extends from 
coastal southeast China, touching nearly every country 
bordering the Indian Ocean, rounding the Horn of 
Africa, to the Mediterranean. To penetrate the struggling 
but affluent European market—China’s largest trading 
partner—Beijing is even financing the upgrade of the 
Greek port of Piraeus. 

Similarly, the “One Belt” will be a colossal network of 
railroads, pipelines, highways and land bridges forming high-
speed economic corridors to commercialize all of Central 
Asia—Pakistan, Russia, Iran, Turkey, Indochina and India.

Clash of ambitions
“The outcome of this clash of national ambitions will 

be one of the great, perhaps perilous stories of the next 
several decades,” said David M. Lampton, a professor at 
the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International 
Studies (New York Times, Nov. 6, 2017).

“China is marching towards its perception of its 
global destiny,” notes Kevin Rudd. “It has a strategy. The 
West has none” (Financial Times, Oct. 22, 2017).

The sure word of prophecy
Bible prophecy gives no specifics of a major 

conflagration between China and America, but it does 
reveal that the modern descendants of the 12 tribes of 
Israel, including the United States, will have their power 
broken due to their national sins and rejection of God’s 
ways (Leviticus 26; Deuteronomy 28). 

Further on in prophecy, one reads of the end-time event 
when a vast army led by “the kings from the east” will 
travel, perhaps along a modern Silk Road, to be gathered 
along with other nations at Armageddon for the battle of 
that great day of God Almighty (Revelation 16:12-16). D

To learn more, 
download your free 
copy of our booklet 
The Book of Revelation: 
The Storm Before the 
Calm and sign up for 
our News & Prophecy 
Insights blog.

“CHINA IS MARCHING TOWARDS ITS 
PERCEPTION OF ITS GLOBAL DESTINY.”
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Did 
Jesus 
Eat 
Pigs?

The biblical 
dietary laws are 
mostly ignored 
today. But were 
there reasons 
for God calling 
certain animals 
unclean? Did 
Jesus eat pigs 
and shellfish?
By Erik Jones

Eat This, Not That! is a multimedia company that 
educates people on making wise eating choices. Though 
the Bible isn’t a book about diet, there is an entire 
chapter in the Old Testament that could be labeled the 
Bible’s version of “Eat This, Not That.” 

Leviticus 11 devotes 47 verses to help us make a 
distinction “between the animal that may be eaten [eat 
this] and the animal that may not be eaten [not that]” 
(Leviticus 11:47). Additional guidance is also given in 
Deuteronomy 14. The Bible labels these “clean” and 
“unclean” meats. 

Here’s an overview of what Leviticus 11 and 
Deuteronomy 14 teach us: 

• Clean mammals have a divided hoof and chew their 
cud. This means animals like cattle, goats and deer 
were created to be eaten, but mammals like pigs and 
rodents were not. 

• Clean fish have fins and scales. This means fish like 
cod, salmon, trout and tuna are fine for human 
consumption, but other water creatures like lobsters, 
shrimp, crab and catfish are not. 

• Clean birds include chicken, turkey, duck and 
quail. Unclean birds include vultures, seagulls, 
hawks and eagles. 

Unfortunately, most people (other than observant 
Jews) completely ignore these dietary laws. They are 
usually seen as ancient Jewish ceremonial laws that are 
not relevant today. 

But consider this: What if these aren’t irrelevant 
ancient laws. Could God, the Creator of the human 
and animal kingdoms, have specifically designed some 
animals to be eaten and other animals to not be eaten? 
If this is the case, then these laws actually represent vital 
wisdom imparted from the Creator for our own good. 

Why is it that most people who profess the Bible as 
their guide have no problem eating a pepperoni pizza, 
pork chops or a shrimp cocktail? Did Jesus eat those 
meats when He walked the earth 2,000 years ago?

Jesus created the biblical food laws
To answer that question, we have to remember who 

Jesus Christ was. Before He came to earth, He was, with 
God the Father, the Creator of all things and the One 
who gave the laws in the Old Testament ( John 1:3; 
Ephesians 3:9; Colossians 1:16-18). He spoke to Moses 
and described which animals they could (and couldn’t) 
eat in intricate detail (Leviticus 11:2). 

He was also the One who gave other dietary laws that 
are accepted as sound health principles today—such as 
avoiding animal fat and not consuming blood (Leviticus 
3:17). As the Creator, He created all living things to 
fulfill different functions in the earth’s ecosystem. Some 
animals were created to be eaten by human beings, and 
others were designed to serve other purposes. 

For example, crustaceans like clams, oysters, 
lobsters, crabs and shrimp were designed to fulfill 
specific purposes, such as to act as natural water filters. 
They consume bacteria, viruses and parasites that are 
found in the earth’s bodies of water. That is a function 
for which God created them and perhaps why He 
categorized them as unfit for human consumption. 

In his book What Would Jesus Eat? Don Colbert 
M.D. provides many reasons he believes pork should 
be avoided. He writes, “Pigs eat enormous amounts of 
food, and this dilutes the hydrochloric acid in the pig’s 
stomach. This in turns allows toxins, viruses, parasites, 
and bacteria to be absorbed into the animal’s flesh. … 
They will eat garbage, feces, and even decaying flesh. All 
that is eaten usually becomes part of the pig’s own flesh. 
Pigs readily harbor parasites including Trichinella, the 
pork tapeworm, and toxoplasmosis” (2002, p. 49).

We may not understand why all the animals are listed 
as unclean, but God does because He created them. 

https://lifehopeandtruth.com/god/who-is-jesus/christ-was-the-god-of-the-old-testament/
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So if Jesus created the laws of clean and unclean 
meats, why would He come to earth and eat those 
meats? The answer is He didn’t. 

Consider these three reasons: 

JESUS NEVER BROKE HIS OWN LAW. 

If you go back and read the listing of clean and 
unclean meats closely, you will discover that these are 
laws. “This is the law of the animals and the birds and 
every living creature that moves in the waters, and 
of every creature that creeps on the earth” (Leviticus 
11:46). Eating swine (the most common unclean meat 
discussed in the Bible) is called an “abomination” 
(Isaiah 66:3, 17). The Scriptures are very clear that 
Jesus never sinned (1 Peter 2:22; 2 Corinthians 5:21; 
John 8:29).

    JESUS WAS NEVER ACCUSED OF EATING 
UNCLEAN MEATS. 

Typically an argument from silence isn’t the 
strongest, but sometimes silence can make a 
powerful statement. Most people with a basic 
knowledge of Jesus’ life know that the Pharisees were 
not His biggest fans. They watched Him very closely 
in an attempt to catch Him doing anything that 
could be construed as sinful to disqualify Him in the 
people’s eyes. 

The Gospels record many of 
their accusations. For instance, 
they accused Him of breaking 
the Sabbath (Matthew 12:10), 
blasphemy ( John 10:33) and 
encouraging people to withhold 
taxes to Rome (Luke 23:2). Of 
course, all of the accusations were 
outrageous and easily proven false. 

Now think about this: If Jesus 
had eaten pork or any other 
unclean meat, what would have 
happened? The Pharisees would 
have found out and trumpeted it 
on the housetops to the Judean 
community. And certainly 
such an accusation would have 
discredited Jesus. But it was 
an accusation the Pharisees 
didn’t make—because it never 
happened.

 
JESUS DIDN’T TREAT  

PIGS LIKE FOOD.

Consider a fascinating event in Christ’s life. Mark 
5 describes Jesus’ encounter with a man possessed by 
multiple demons who caused him to harm himself and 
do bizarre things (verses 2-5). When Jesus commanded 
the demons to leave this man, they requested to be sent 
into “a large herd of swine” feeding nearby (verse 11-12). 

“And at once Jesus gave them permission. Then the 
unclean spirits went out and entered the swine; … and 
the herd ran violently down the steep place into the sea, 
and drowned in the sea” (verse 13, emphasis added). 

Another account in Jesus’ ministry showed that He 
was careful not to waste food ( John 6:12). If Jesus had 
considered pigs appropriate to eat, would He have 
allowed the demons to destroy 2,000 of them? That was 
enough pork to feed hundreds, maybe thousands, of 
people. But this did not concern Jesus because He didn’t 
consider the swine to be food. It’s also impossible to 
ignore the connection between demons—called unclean 
spirits—being attracted to and given permission to enter 
unclean animals. 

No, Jesus never let pork, shellfish or any other unclean 
meat pass between His lips. When He ate meat, He ate 
only clean meats—such as fish with fins and scales, lamb, 
goat and beef. If you are a Christian who tries to follow 
Jesus’ example, it’s time to start eating like He did.

A listing of biblically clean and unclean animals is 
available as an infographic in the Life, Hope & Truth 
Learning Center. To learn more about this topic, read 
“Clean and Unclean Animals: Does God Care What Meats 
We Eat?” and “Mark 7: Did Jesus Purify Unclean Meats?” D
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https://lifehopeandtruth.com/learning-center/infographics/clean-unclean-meats/
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I ONCE TREATED MY WIFE TO BREAKFAST IN EUROPE, 
lunch in Asia, then took her back to Europe for dinner. 
I hadn’t chartered a jet to do this. In fact, we didn’t even 
leave the city. 

Istanbul, you see, straddles the Bosporus, that Turkish 
strait connecting the Sea of Marmara to the Black Sea. And 
the Bosporus is the recognized delimitation between the 
two continents. So the west of Istanbul is European, and the 
east is Asian, the two separated only by a short ferry ride.

A tale of two continents
This continental border has been recognized since 

the sixth century B.C. when Greek geographers divided 
the world into three parts: Europe, Asia and Africa. Later 
each came to be called a continent (from the Latin for 
“continuous land”), with the conventional definition 
being a large, continuous and discrete landmass 
separated from others by an important body of water.

This has posed a problem for cartographers wishing 
to show the dividing line between Europe and Asia. The 
Turkish straits seem a clear enough division, but up in 
Russia there is no true dividing line. Several different 
rivers and mountain ranges have been proposed over the 
years, yet even today there is no unanimous agreement 
on where the line is located. 

Europe and Asia are continuous land. By definition we 
should refer to Eurasia as one continent. 

Why then was Europe considered a separate 
continent?

Because ancient Greek geographers (who started 
the whole business) felt they were very different from, 
and culturally superior to, the barbarian (their word) 
Mongols on the other side of the Urals, and they felt this 
vital demarcation needed underlining on maps. Other 
Europeans followed this reasoning through the centuries, 
and they printed most of the maps, so despite continental 
definitions and GEOSAT mapping and all the rest, voilà, 
Europe is still a continent. 

However, rather than snicker, I submit that we should 
be understanding and kind in our thoughts toward those 
proud geographers.

Our human nature assumes that the way we do things—
our customs, our culture, our preferences and perhaps our 
language—is better than the way others do things. It’s a 
nearly universal presumption that is usually wrong. 

The Bible reminds us in many passages not to think 
too highly of ourselves and our particular ways. Paul 
wrote, “For I say, through the grace given to me, to 
everyone who is among you, not to think of himself more 
highly than he ought to think, but to think soberly, as 
God has dealt to each one a measure of faith” (Romans 
12:3). He also reminds us, “Do not be wise in your own 
opinion” (verse 16). 

This is, of course, much easier said than done, as 
Paul himself noted: “For what I will to do, that I do not 
practice; but what I hate, that I do” (Romans 7:15). Doing 
right and thinking humbly, as God would have us do, 
require constant effort, and we need His help to succeed.

Whenever I think of our time in Istanbul and the idea 
of the European continent, I’m reminded how easily we 
can bend the rules of humility when we think of ourselves.

—Joel Meeker
@JoelMeeker

BY THE WAY with 

Developments in European 
geographic definitions 
reveal a common error in 
human thinking.

Lunch in Asia, Dinner in Europe
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